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 gif that moves quickly to capture the most attractive, and therefore the weakest, person. A group of survivors, including a well-
read John Krasinski as a truck driver, remain behind in the most remote location they can find; here, they play a game of their

own, with the goal of finding a better location from which to survive. Part of a series called the Friday Afternoon Horror Movie
Marathon (which has included films like A Nightmare on Elm Street, The Shining, and A Nightmare on Elm Street 3), the series

was produced by the ABC Weekend Specials department. Plot A good-natured truck driver named John Krasinski, although
having an extremely bad hair day, hits a bump on the deserted highway in the middle of the night. Moments later, he is startled
by a humanoid, who has black hair, a sloping forehead, black shirt and red pants. Confronting the creature, which appears to be
an 'eartheater' - a creature made of flesh and wires that eats humans - the creature is instantly able to turn the truck into a'sonic
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blaster', which can shoot out sonic-like waves that neutralize the eartheater. However, as the truck comes to a stop, the
eartheater is able to manipulate the truck into an open position. Then, the eartheater, using this position to gain leverage, slams

the truck's side onto its roof. The eartheater then captures one of the bus' passengers, a girl named Ashley, and moves on to
capture one of the cheerleaders, one of the basketball coaches, and finally the player who is to have the strongest reflexes. When
Ashley is returned to the bus, she tells the truck driver and others about the eartheater, explaining that it is a robot - i.e. flesh and
wires that can move - created by a creature known as the Creeper. Meanwhile, the four members of the basketball team - along
with their coach, who is a good-natured balding man - have begun moving toward a nearby farmhouse in hopes of contacting a

survivor there. As they do, the Creeper begins its attack; first it captures the athletic basketball player and the cheerleader. Soon,
the eartheater uses the two captured people as a battering ram to knock the bus over. The entire crew - except for the basketball
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